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NFI and Emergency Shelter
ASSESSMENT / VERIFICATION REPORT
Report Date: 29/05/2015

Assessment dates: 23-25 May 2015
Verification dates: 26-29 May 2015

Assessment / Verification Location Information
State
County
Payam
Centre
Villages assessed
GPS Coordinates
Assessment / Verification Team Details
Name
Organization
Jemma Bristow
MEDAIR
Stephen Cressey

MEDAIR

Andrew Lam Kueth
SSRRA
Counterparts
Amos Maganga Munai
CMA
Facilitating coordination
Lily Abraham
CMA
Facilitating coordination
Summary of Population Type / Numbers
A. Total population resident in area
-Ref Census to County level
B. Total number of IDPs/returnees
-Households and individuals
-Ref sources - can be multiple
-Specify conflict IDP, disaster IDP, returnee
-If returnee, in transit, stranded, or final
destination? Organised or spontaneous?
-Do registration list/s already exist? Made by
whom?

Jonglei
Fangak
Manajang
Juaibor
Tharier, Latkerbang, Palei, Chouldeng, Pachoul, Payowyow, Kamel,
Pakur, Manpaguir, Kuerwal
N09 23’53.73” E030 40’7.85” (Juaibor CMA compound)
Title
NFI Manager
Acting ERT WASH Project
Manager
Acting SSRRA Coordinator
EP&R and Safety Officer

Contacts: Email/Mobile/Sat Phone
Jemma.bristow@southsudan.medair.org
+211 924 036 273
ertwatsan-southsudan@medair.org
+211 925 042 511

amos.maganga@gmail.com
+88 216 433 432 72

Clinical Officer

According to the 2008 census the population of Manajang Payam is
35,620. This is very close to the current figures stated by the SSRRA
at 34,068.
The total number of IDPs in Manajang Payam is 1,288HH and 6,572
individuals. They are conflict affected people who have fled from
the recent fighting (end April/beginning May 2015) in Unity State.
The vast majorities are from Guit county but a small number are
also from Leer, Nhialdu, Bentiu and Malakal.
All IDPs stated they were staying in Juaibor until the conflict in Unity
is finished. They have no current plans to move on.
IDPs are staying in groups of 20-50 under trees in 10 villages
surrounding Juaibor, further details and maps can be found in the
‘situation overview’ section of this report.
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The SSRRA helped Medair select 10 people from Juaibor community
to create lists of the IDPs. Medair had already visited 7 of the 10
villages on the assessment and had visually counted the IDPs to help
in the verification process. Once lists were created the Medair team
walked to 9 of the 10 villages to verify that the lists were credible.
The only village not visited by the Medair team is Latkerbang due to
time constraints. However, the list for Latkerbang was verified by
the SSRRA and our translator whom the team had worked with all
week and found to be highly trustworthy.
The breakdown by villages is as follows:
Village
Tharier
Latkerbang
Palei
Chouldeng
Pachoul
Payowyow
Kamel
Pakur
Manpaguir
Kuerwal
Total

HH

Individuals
464
84
171
36
50
83
84
139
40
137
1,288

2,085
371
1,058
250
300
447
399
843
190
629
6,572

C. Total number in need of shelter/NFI
assistance
The same as above – all IDPs are in need of both shelter and NFI
-Households and individuals
assistance.
-Specify population type (IDP, returnee, host
community)
-Verified? List available?
Situation Overview
-Note any prior assessments (eg IRNA) and attach to this report
-Summarize information gathered through questionnaire at Annex 1
On Thursday 21st May Medair received information that there were IDPs from Guit, Unity State, who had arrived in
Juaibor, Fangak county. On Friday 22nd May Medair joined a CMA charter flight to assess the situation; no previous
reports are available regarding this IDP population as they are a new group to Juaibor.
The vast majority of IDPs are from Guit, Unity state who have fled from the recent fighting. A very small number of
IDPs are from Leer, Nhialdu and Malakal also fleeing from conflict. The most common Payams that IDPs are from in
Guit are Kuarygang, Katdet and Biil. The IDPs arrived between 1 day and 14 days ago with the majority arriving 4-7 days
ago. Most have travelled down the Nile on makeshift rafts and then travelled overland from north of Juaibor; some
have crossed the Nile to the west of Juaibor and waded through the swamps. All bar one person we spoke to said they
fled because fighting reached their village (the one exception was a man who brought his family from Guit through fear
of child abduction). It is commonly reported that more IDPs are on their way; there are new arrivals each day but in
small numbers. The IDPs say that people from their villages fled in different directions but they do not know where
others were heading. At this early stage they have no plans to move on further, they will stay in Juaibor until it is safe to
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return to Guit. All groups we spoke to knew people who had been killed by the fighting and a few groups said they
knew of people who had drowned along their journey.
A significant number of children have been separated from their parents and have been taken into other households.
The IDPs are almost exclusively women and children as the men have remained behind to fight. There are a lot of
pregnant and lactating women and a number have given birth along their journey. There are very few elderly but those
that are here have high levels of disability, in particular blindness.
IDP’s have settled in 10 villages around Juaibor in groups of 20-50 under the trees.
Map of locations

Assessment locations (for reference, straight line distance between Juaibor & Palei is 9km)
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Wider view showing locations in relation to State boundary (Nile River)

Summary of Shelter/NFI Situation
-Summarise information gathered through questionnaire at Annex 2
-Include maps and photographs where relevant
- Include any information gathered on community and intra-household gender dynamics, as related to shelter and NFI
IDPs are in need of both shelter and NFI items. Some of the IDPs have managed to find an empty tukel to stay in or stay
with the host community but most are sleeping outside under the trees with no protection from the rain or cold. They
are staying in groups of 20-50 and have on average 2-3 mosquito nets between them and 1 cooking pot per group of
approximately 10 people. The mosquito nets and cooking pots have been donated by the host community because the
IDPs were unable to bring any NFIs as they quickly fled fighting and have had a difficult and dangerous journey. The
groups are made up almost exclusively on women and children.
Some IDPs near the river are trying to make some temporary shelters from reeds but they will not withstand rains.
There are no obvious other materials for making shelters nearby and the IDPs are hungry so cannot walk for hours to
try and find shelter material.
The Juaibor market has a few items available but the market goods used to be brought in from Tayar in Panyijar county
(1 week return journey by boat) so currently it is cut-off from resupply due to the ongoing insecurity in Unity – if the
river does not open up soon the market will run out of supplies. The IDPs do not have any money to buy anything.
The most common items requested by the IDPs were mosquito nets, cooking sets, water containers, plastic sheets and
food. Other items requested as urgent by the IDPs are blankets, sleeping mats and fishing nets.
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A group of approximately 50 IDPs sleeping under the trees without any shelter. The only NFIs they
have are 3 mosquito nets and 5 cooking pots donated from the host community.

The IDPs are mostly eating leaves, some lalope, water lilies and key (from the river):

IDP family cooking leaves

IDP showing key from the river (root of water lily)
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Assessment/Verification Methodology
-Which assessment/verification methods did you use and why (eg household interview, focus group discussion, shelter
observation inside and out, market survey)
-If verifying, are you working from an existing list, or are you creating a list from scratch?
-How many interviews/FGDs/observations did you conduct? What questions did you ask and why?
-Did you use sampling techniques? If so, please describe (ref Annex 3).
-Is there any information you feel less confident about? If so why?
In total the Medair team walked to 7 of the 10 villages for the assessment over a 3 day period; Tharier, Chouldeng,
Pachoul, Payowyow, Pakur, Manpaguir and Kuerwal. Group interviews were conducted for 30 groups of IDPs across the
villages and the standard questions were asked. In many ways the questions were just a formality to flesh out the detail
as the raw needs were obvious through observation.
Due to the urgent nature of the needs after assessing 7 of the 10 villages we decided to move forward with the
registration process. Medair has made it clear from the start that the intervention is targeting the Guit IDPs only and
not the host community or older IDPs from last year’s flooding. The IDPs from Guit are a clearly defined group as they
are sleeping under the trees and therefore there have been no issues with the authorities or host community.
The SSRRA, who have been walking with Medair throughout the assessment, selected 10 members of the community
to create lists of the IDPs. Upon receipt of the lists Medair walked to 9 of the 10 villages to verify the names. Three of
the lists were rejected immediately as the numbers were obviously inflated (an initial count of IDPs was made during
the assessment). One list came back to us corrected and was subsequently verified. The other two lists came back still
clearly inflated as agreed by the SSRRA who were with us when we first counted the IDPs during the assessment. The
team therefore walked again, with the SSRRA, to these two villages early in the morning making a count of the IDPs
which matched the numbers counted in the assessment. The Medair team agreed with the SSRRA to give them the
number of tokens as per the HHs counted. The SSRRA will now visit these two villages early in the morning to distribute
the tokens and register the IDPs so that we can ensure it is the IDPs who receive the tokens not the host community
who are inflating the lists.
For the other 8 villages tokens have been given to the person who created the lists and they will be returning to the
villages tomorrow to distribute tokens according to the lists they created.

Medair conducting an IDP group discussion.
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Log of activities:
Date
22/05/2015 - Friday

23/05/2015 - Saturday
24/05/2015 - Sunday
25/05/2015 - Monday
26/05/2015 - Tuesday
27/05/2015 - Wednesday
28/05/2015 - Thursday

29/05/2015 - Friday

Activity
Arrival in Juaibor
Meeting with Payam Administrator, SSRRA and other
local authorities to explain the assessment
Visit to market
Select guides and translator (including 1 from SSRRA)
Walked to Tharier, Chouldang and Pachoul for
assessment
Walked to Kurwal, Manpaguir and Pakur for assessment
Boat and walk to Payowyow for assessment
SSRRA selected 10 people to create lists
Boat and walk to Payowyow for verification of list
Walked to Kuerwal, Manpaguir, Pakur for verification of
lists
Walked to Chouldeng and Pachoul to recount IDP
numbers
Walked to Karmel and Palei for verification of lists
SSRRA team walked to Latkerbang to verify final list
1st cargo flight received

RECOMMENDATIONS
If emergency shelter and/or NFI distribution is recommended:
Define targeting criteria
Targeting all IDPs who have arrived in Juaibor in the last few weeks
-need/vulnerability (if vulnerability, define
fleeing conflict in Unity State, mainly Guit county.
vulnerability categories)
Specify items to be distributed
Due to the number of children separated from their parents and
-Number and type per household - NFI/ES, full
being taken in by another family there are a number of large
kits, loose items
households. Furthermore there are new arrivals each day albeit
-Specify if quantity of items distributed will vary
small numbers. Therefore it is recommended that each household
by household size
is provided with the quantity of items as per the cluster standard
for 7+ HH size regardless of their actual size. This will ensure that
IDPs from smaller HHs can share on for a small quantity of new
arrivals.
Items per household as follows:

- 2 plastic sheets and 30m Rope
- 3 mosquito nets and 3 blankets
- 2 buckets
- 1 sleeping mats (3 per HH were requested but the NFI
cluster stocks are low)
- 1 kitchen set
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Key considerations for distribution
-Eg access, logistics, security and protection
concerns, push/pull, stakeholders/partners to
work with

NFI items will arrive by a combination of Medair charter and Logs
cluster assets. The first Medair charter arrived today (29/05/2015).
Items are being stored in the CMA compound.
The CMA compound and surrounds will be used for distribution.

If emergency shelter and/or NFI distribution is not recommended:
Summarize reasons and propose next steps, if
See separate Medair WASH assessment report.
any
-eg referral to other clusters
CMA conducted a rapid MUAC assessment during the MEDAIR
NFI/WASH assessment; where they screened 593 children 659months from some villages visited. The rapid MUAC assessment
results show a proxy GAM of 22.6% (with proxy SAM of 3.7%). This
is above the globally acceptable emergency level of 15%.
Medair ERT Nutrition team arrived in Juaibor today (29/05/2015)
and will be responding to the emergency nutrition needs of the
IDPs and host population for the coming 3 months with plans to
handover the established nutrition program to CMA.
Medair will conduct mass MUAC screening for identification of
malnourished children 6-59months in the community as well as
enhanced MUAC screening for early detection of malnutrition
among the newly arriving IDPs populations.
Medair nutrition team will continue to keenly monitor the volatile
nutrition status of children & PLWs while on ground.
Food is scarce for the IDPs and the market is cut off from resupply
from Tayar, Panyijar so food will also become a problem for the
host community unless the trade routes reopen in the next few
weeks.
FAO is making a distribution in the coming days – please refer to
FAO for further details of target population and kit.

NEXT STEPS

Immediate next steps

Timeline

Who is responsible

Distribution of NFIs to IDPs
PDM

w/c 1st June
2-4 weeks from date of distribution to
monitor new arrivals and further
support IDPs requirements once
settlement patterns are further
established

MEDAIR
MEDAIR

Please submit to IOM Juba (cc your Shelter and NFI Cluster State Focal Point)
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